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Spanning the Seine, and spreading out beneath the heights of Montmartre and Montparnasse, Paris is an ideal
subject for the panoramic photographer Hervé Champollion, in whom the City of Light has found a talented
heir to Paris’s photographic tradition. From the Louvre to Notre Dame to the Luxembourg Gardens and the
Marais, this new volume presents breathtaking panoramic views of Paris’s famed monuments, imposing
churches and abbeys, royal palaces, extravagant mansions, and grand boulevards and bridges. Champollion’s
achingly beautiful photographs make it evident that Paris is far more than a collection of historic buildings,
19th-century cast-iron department stores, and public squares; its numerous parks, gardens, canals, and secret
waterways make Paris one of the most verdant cities in Europe. From the Palais Royal to the famed
brasseries to the Eiffel Tower, this limited edition, which comes with a signed print, makes age-old Paris
shine anew.

Praise for Monumental Paris:

"Redesign your coffee table for this extraordinary tribute to the gardens, rooftops, shops, restaurants,
churches, waterways and neoclassical architecture of the world's most beautiful city. De Tocqueville's
excellent captions are wisely grouped at the end, leaving Champollion's pictures free to seduce the heart."
-Minneapolis Star-Tribune

"'Monumental Paris' makes the best argument for the printed book this season. Your computer can't touch it,
especially when double gatefolds expand to stunning vistas, 72 inches wide, of the world's most beautiful
city. . . .Rich and colorful facades of old and familiar places, like the Louvre and Notre Dame, unfold
alongside newer treasures, like the national library and the Cinematheque Francaise, both from the 1990s."
--Denver Post

"[Give] the eye-popping, muscle-building 'Monumental Paris' by Herve Champollion and Aude de
Tocqueville, a 1-by-1 1/2 foot collection of more than 200 panoramic images of the City of Light's delights,
and there's no telling what kind of gratitude you're likely to get." --The Seattle Times
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From reader reviews:

Jamie Brewer:

Beside this particular Monumental Paris in your phone, it could possibly give you a way to get closer to the
new knowledge or data. The information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh in the oven so don't
become worry if you feel like an aged people live in narrow community. It is good thing to have
Monumental Paris because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you at times have book
but you would not get what it's about. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this with your hand. The
Enjoyable blend here cannot be questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. So do you still want to
miss it? Find this book along with read it from now!

Michael Bennett:

In this era which is the greater person or who has ability in doing something more are more important than
other. Do you want to become considered one of it? It is just simple method to have that. What you have to
do is just spending your time not very much but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. One of several
books in the top list in your reading list is actually Monumental Paris. This book which can be qualified as
The Hungry Hills can get you closer in growing to be precious person. By looking up and review this
publication you can get many advantages.

Tod Espitia:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our information for everything. By a e-book we can know
everything we would like. A book is a group of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every
year has been exactly added. This publication Monumental Paris was filled regarding science. Spend your
extra time to add your knowledge about your science competence. Some people has distinct feel when they
reading the book. If you know how big benefit of a book, you can experience enjoy to read a guide. In the
modern era like currently, many ways to get book you wanted.

Deborah Oneal:

A lot of guide has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by world wide web on social media.
You can choose the most beneficial book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever simply by searching
from it. It is identified as of book Monumental Paris. You can add your knowledge by it. Without departing
the printed book, it may add your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most critical that, you
must aware about guide. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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